
Barbara Mann

With two adult children out of the house, my husband, Jerry, and I 
enjoy quieter times. He knows that one of my “thin places” (where 
I experience God) is nature. So my hardworking, farmer-husband will 
often share stories of what he sees in his fields, take me over to watch 
a heron hunt for frogs, or bring me a feather or nest.

One such gift brought more of a surprise than even he bargained for! 
I am glad to share parts of this adventure and what God was teaching 
me through it.

It has been a hard year for many. I often find strength and encouragement 
in Scripture or worship through music. I hope that some of these 
devotionals will bring strength to you as well.

Jerry and I live on a small cattle and chicken ranch near Dundee, 
Oregon. I teach full-day kindergarten in nearby Newberg and enjoy 
helping with children’s ministries at Newberg Friends Church and girl’s 
camp at Twin Rocks Friends Camp. Our daughter attends Seattle Pacific 
University in Seattle, Washington, and loves the big city, and our son 
lives in the Newberg area.
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Sunday
September 3 A Fragile Gift

BIBLE READING: Luke 12:22-32

My husband brought home a perfect nest today with four speck-
led, light blue eggs. He was weed-whacking in the gully below 
our farm and found this surprise. He thought it had fallen out 
of a tree and been abandoned. He brought me to the back porch, 
watching my face to see my delight, knowing how much I love 
birds and nests. Much to our surprise, there was life in the nest. 
A baby had hatched during the warm day! These babies were 
fragile, helpless, and naked. Each continued to hatch in turn 
and some even traveled to Seattle with us, staying warm from 
my body heat together in half of a plastic Easter egg with cot-
ton. What was the likelihood that Jerry would have discovered 
the eggs right at the end of their incubation time? I honestly 
think that I was meant to learn something from the care of those 
fragile creatures. The devotionals that follow are thoughts that 
were inspired by this short adventure.

If He can hold this world He can hold this moment

Not a field or flower escapes His notice

Oh, even the sparrow 

Knows He holds tomorrow.

SONG: Sparrows (Jason Gray)
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Father, help me to look for you 

in everyday events. May I find your love surprising me around 
every turn: a leaf, a flower, the smell of the air, patterns in 
nature, the smile of a stranger. Help me to be your love to 
someone today.

—Barbara Mann
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Monday
September 4 Taking the Risk of Love

BIBLE READING: Ecclesiastes 3:1-10

I felt driven to care for these tiny birds and keep them alive if 
I could. God sometimes asks us to do seemingly crazy things 
to help us gain a new perspective. Caring for and loving others 
can often be risky. There is no way to guarantee that they will 
love you back or that they will not be suddenly taken away. My 
spunky, black lion-head classroom bunny of four years passed 
away this summer. She was a lot of work to keep and transport, 
but she enriched our lives and my classroom. Many who have 
lost a pet have felt the sense of loss that I did.

Even more difficult is the loss of a loved one. This past 
year has been excruciating with the loss of so many. I have 
become aware of an emotional phenomenon since my sister’s 
death twelve years ago. When I freely grieve, feeling deeply 
the loss that I have experienced, it opens up the possibility to 
feel joy more keenly in the future. If I wall myself off from my 
emotions, I decrease my capacity to feel both pain and joy. I 
encourage those I meet to grieve freely and live fully.

SONG: Therefore the Redeemed of the Lord Shall Return
PRAYER SUGGESTION: My Father and my God, we live 

in a broken but beautiful world. Make me free to enter fully 
into the emotions of both in the world around me. Help me as I 
risk loving others; bring me fully into the understanding that I 
would rather love and lose than to never risk loving at all.

—Barbara Mann
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Tuesday
September 5 Fragility in Life

BIBLE READING: Job 1:13-22

At night the baby birds were kept warm with a lamp. But one 
by one they passed away.

It is impossible to understand the mystery of a God who 
created us to be such fragile creatures and yet fight so hard to 
hold onto life. I recently stood at the bedside of my dying friend 
in the ICU, wondering why he couldn’t just say goodbye and 
be released from this life, which had brought his crippled body 
so much frustration for seventy-five years. He kept fighting to 
breathe just one more time. God gave us such a desire to live 
that even our last moments on earth are sometimes a battle in 
itself.

There are experiences that just take the life right out of 
us if we’re not there for each other. In the past three months 
I’ve known people who are fighting brain and breast cancer. 
Two friends’ young sons died in tragic accidents, an elder 
friend died unexpectedly from flu and pneumonia, a husband 
was taken instantly in a motorcycle accident, and a friend mis-
carried her baby. Suffering is all around us. I believe that we 
can grieve with and for others, lightening their load somehow. 
Many times I have secretly broken down in tears as I feel a 
share of the pain and confusion of a friend in darkness. I am so 
grateful for a faith community that loves deeply enough to ache 
for each other. How else can we survive?

SONG: For Me to Live Is Christ
PRAYER SUGGESTION: God, I know this world is not my 

home. Help me to be vulnerable enough to express and carry 
pain with my brothers and sisters in Christ.

—Barbara Mann
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Wednesday
September 6

Mouths Wide Open 
for Nourishment

BIBLE READING: 1 Kings 17:1-13

The baby birds were all beak, bulbous belly, and eyes (large 
closed, black, developing dots on the head). I squeezed drips 
of cold water into their mouths from a cotton ball and fed them 
sections torn from a worm from time to time when they wiggled 
and opened their mouths wide. This was not enough to help 
them survive. They needed regurgitated food from a parent, the 
only thing that could nourish their fragile systems. It is aston-
ishing the rate at which young fledglings grow when they re-
ceive what they need. Their huge belly is a mega nourishment 
processing organ at this stage of life!

I’m in one of those seasons in life where I felt I needed to 
say no to my women’s Bible study group for a year. At times I 
feel like those fledglings—not getting the right mix of nourish-
ment. I can feel God’s presence, worship at church and with 
Christian radio daily, read Scripture and pray. But I really miss 
my accountability group and the prayer, conversation, and 
study that we have together. My spiritual growth feels stunted. 
Matthew 5:6 comforts me: “Blessed are those who hunger and 
thirst for righteousness for they shall be filled.” Like the prophet 
Elijah, I need to trust that God will bring me the nourishment 
that is just right for me.

SONG: His Eye Is On the Sparrow
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Father, help me be obedient to 

your leading as I seek spiritual nourishment in my life. May 
I trust you to bring me just what I need to grow and thrive. 
Help me to be strong when Satan tries to distract me from the 
knowledge of you or our time together.

—Barbara Mann
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Thursday
September 7 Sharing the Wonder

BIBLE READING: Psalm 95:1-7

Some people thought I was crazy for doing this thing that would 
surely fail. Others joined me in the marvel of it. I showed the 
little baby birds to many people as I went through the weekend 
so they could join me in the wonder of a God who created our 
natural world in such a fragile balance. We are a part of that 
balance. He created us with gifts that others need, but we must 
take the risk of transparency and possible ridicule to share 
those gifts. We must point people to God through our passions 
and mine is definitely nature: the patterns, colors, intricacies, 
and balance of creation. I have a friend who craved our walks 
together because I notice things and I taught her how to notice 
them as well: stopping to smell a flower, the light of the sun 
through leaves, or the smell and feel of moss.

Gary Fawver shares his amazing photography of nature 
on the walls of our social hall at church and teaches at a nearby 
nature preserve. What better ways to point people to God? 
There are hundreds of passions and gifts that can do this. You 
have some. We need to embrace and share freely with each 
other what we are noticing, are amazed by, or are gifted to do.

Eric Muhr stated it well, recently, in a message at church: 
“We are called away from shame and embarrassment to 
authenticity—being who God made us to be.”

Fearlessly go where God leads you—you will never regret 
it.

SONG: Lord, I’m Amazed by You
PRAYER SUGGESTION: God, empower me to share my 

wonder and gifts freely, just as a child would.

—Barbara Mann
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Friday
September 8

Giftedness: How Far 
Can God Take Us?

BIBLE READING: Luke 10:1-9

Christ had very specific instructions for the early disciples as 
they went out to spread the good news of Christ. Just think of 
all the homes that offered hospitality to these seventy as the 
young church began to explode! The dear friend who shared 
this Scripture with me spends precious time encouraging 
my writing, sharing insights and her gifts of hospitality and 
intercession.

One of my “gifts” is distraction. I used to view it as a 
deficit in myself. Why couldn’t I be neat, tidy, and organized 
like I perceived others to be? Why couldn’t I just focus on one 
thing until I completed it? I began, at the age of forty, to em-
brace my personality and try to spend less time putting myself 
down. I realized my ability to refocus my attention quickly was 
very valuable in a classroom filled with young ones. I have also 
become aware that it may be easier for me to hear and sponta-
neously follow God’s lead without worrying that some random 
idea will get me off track. I had no idea that deciding to care for 
those helpless chicks would lead to the learning and sharing 
that came from that three day experience. I am grateful to be 
a part of a fellowship that encourages our different passions: 
photography, working with the elderly and the very young, 
music, Christian camping, teaching, praying for others, writing, 
and a host of other gifts including hospitality.

SONG: Simple Gifts
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Help us, Father, to call out the 

gifts and talents of others so that they may pour them out to 
bless the world.

—Barbara Mann
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Saturday
September 9 Our Limited Perspective

BIBLE READING: 1 Corinthians 13:12

After investigating, I found that my “killdeer eggs” were really 
house sparrow eggs. Killdeer babies hatch on the ground and 
are fully developed, ready to run in their fluffy, cotton-ball 
sized bodies. This allows them to run from danger and see the 
world. My fledglings, however, looked like little pink aliens 
needing time in the nest for their bodies to further form and 
feather. Their perspective was limited for a time by their inabil-
ity to move beyond the nest. 

We also have a limited perspective as we are blessed, 
while bound to this world by our five senses. We know so little 
about eternity. The hope of heaven is an intriguing comfort. 
Our God-given fear of the unknown keeps us fighting for life so 
that we can fulfill what we are meant to do here on earth. 

One of my favorite movie scenes is in The Return Of The 
King (taken from J. R. R. Tolkein’s Fellowship of the Ring) where 
Gandalf (the white wizard) is speaking to Pippin (the hobbit). 
In the midst of fierce battle, Pippin asks, “Gandalf, is this the 
end?” “End?” replies Gandalf in his deep, wise voice with the 
sounds of impending doom in the background. “The journey 
doesn’t end here. Death is just another path, one that we all 
must take. The grey, rain curtain of this world rolls back, and 
all turns to silver glass. And then you see it.” (He pauses and 
has a distant look in his eyes.) “Gandalf, see what?” Pippin asks 
eagerly. “White shores, and beyond, a far green country under 
a swift sunrise.”

SONG: I’ll Fly Away
PRAYER SUGGESTION: God, may our lives infect others 

with the hope of heaven.

—Barbara Mann


